91 honda civic main relay

From time to time, vehicles can experience a wide range of electrical issuesâ€”even those that
are reliable, like Hondas. One of those problems can involve the main relay. Fortunately, you
might not have to rush off to a mechanic to check the relay in your Honda. You can do it
yourself by following some simple steps. Just about every vehicle on the road today includes
automotive relays. These components are basically switches that open and close a circuit by
electromechanical or electronic means. These parts are vital to ensure proper electrical
functionâ€”not to mention safetyâ€”in a vehicle. For example, if you plugged your headlights
directly into a headlight switch, you may surpass the amperage rating and cause an electrical
fire. Relays can also switch multiple things on simultaneously while using one output, allowing,
for instance, you to turn on your car's radio at the same time the antenna extends. The main
relay in a vehicle controls the fuel pump and supplies power to the injectors. Knowing how to
test a Honda main relay can help you better pinpoint the cause when an electrical issue arises.
There's a pretty simple way to tell if your main relay is affected. Simply turn on the vehicle and
see if it continues to run. If so, the main relay is okay. Should the engine shut off, the main relay
could be impacted. If you suspect you have a bad main relay in your Honda, you should perform
the following test to be sure. It can save you time, money, and aggravation, as most parts
suppliers don't take returns on electrical components. This is why it's important to avoid buying
a part you don't need. If your Honda is suffering from hot start problems that affect cranking,
this diagnostic test might be helpful, too. Consider printing it out to help you while you're
testing the relay. Here's how to do it:. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance
writer and editor for over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades
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date Jul 5, When the key is turned to the ON postition there is no power to the ECU and the fuel
pump does not whine. So like B, I have narrowed it down to this. A little background on the car
The reason why I say there is no power to the ECU is becuase when you turn the key on, it does
not flash. I was told if the car does not have a Alternator it will not start. Also there is no power
to the Distributor. With a spare DX Distributor I attached a Spark plug to the end of the plug wire
and cranked the car over only to see the car was getting no spark. In doing all this I've narrowed
it down to the Main Relay, so can someone please tell me the location of this relay. And also will
an Integra fuel pump work in place of the old Civic pump. I know they are different in flow and
size. This is my brother's car and Im tired of looking at it in front of my house. After we fix these
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were warned for this. This has nothing to do with the thread. I have been into Hondas for 8 years
now. I just did a swap into my crx, which was my daily driver for over a year and a half. I have to
sell it now because it needs more work than I have time to handle. I work my ass off and like to
have a nice vehicle. Out of the miles on the truck over half of them are from towing, and a good
percentage is from hauling and moving shit. Have fun doing that with your civic. I am sick of
people like you who only think Hondas are good. Its rediculous. Hondas are awesome cars but
they aren't the best out there. So what if I happen to like other cars. What are you going to bitch
and whine if I get the datsun I am looking at. If you want to continue this pm me. Back on topic.
More warnings will be given if this off topic convo continues. Since the dash harness was
hacked a little bit I decided to source a 91 CRX Si dash, complete with wire harness and blower
motor which was also "ripped" from the car More shit found out The Alternator plugs on the
engine harness were cut off when the alternator was taken from the car Inside the car the wiring
for the blower motor was cut off and the blue wires are dangling down This will solve the
problems found just yesterday Someone of you may think this car is a waste, or may think Im an
idiot.. I dont care, this car is going to be fun and since its my brothers Im not paying for shit
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someone provide me a picture of where the honda accord EX coupe main relay would be in my
dash? I just can't see it whatsoever. Thank you. Can anyone email me a picture or a diagram of

WHERE on the drivers side kick panel area the mainrelay is located? Someone told me the
cruise control relay is in front of it. Is that accurate? Thanks everyone. What could this be??
Have 89 Honda Civic with a carb. Car wouldn't start replaced main relay. However the fuel pump
won't work from the main relay. So I bypassed the main relay for a temp solution. The main
relay was brand new. I am looking for a permanent solution. Remember Me? Find questions to
answer Find today's questions Find unanswered questions. Search Topics. Login Not a
member? Join our community. Jul 24, , AM. Hi: I am having problems with my '91 Honda civic
DX when I drive for a while, then I stop the engine for minutes to do some shopping or whatever
It doesn't start at all. But if I wait another 5 or 10 minutes and I try again, usually starts. I don't
have any idea what the problem is. It never happens in the morning when the car is cold. I have
noticed that when it doesn't start, I don't hear a click right after I turn the key, then I know I'm
screwed. And again, it only gives me grief when the engine is hot. Weather it's because it's been
running for a long time or because I left it parked in the sun during the summer now! The
Battery is new. Please, if you can help me, I will apreciate it. The other thing it does which isn't a
problem but may help diagnose the problem is that on occasion, especially when the engine
isn't too warm is that when I try to accelerate from near zero velocity it sounds as if someone
completely covers my exhaust and it feels very weak. I don't know if it's a weak fuel pump that's
not helping the problem or what? I just release the accelerator and try again and it eventually
goes away. I have a new muffler and catylic converter, so I doubt that's it. Thank you! I'm a soil
scientist, if any of you have soil questions plants, environmental, septic, etc I'd be more than
happy to help. Thank you in advanced. Find latest posts by aspire CroCivic91 Posts: ,
Reputation: Jul 25, , AM. These are classical symptoms of a bad main relay. Take the relay out,
resolder it's joints and put it back. Read the site - it will give you exact explanation why this is
happening. Press2Esc Posts: , Reputation: I am going through this on a 92 Honda Accord.
Except I had a faulty fuel pump AND a sticky main relay. When I smack the relay hard and the
car starts, the contacts are contaminated.. I will try and solder the connection I will repost my
results Thanks Cro'! Originally Posted by CroCivic Jul 25, , PM. Thank you both for your replies,
I greatly appreciate it. I'm betting that the relay is the cause of the problem because the link to
the website describes the problem perfectly. It's funny too how it often happens at gas stations,
it's so annoying. Besides, everything else in the ignition system has been replaced. Plusgs,
distributor, coil, I'm hoping this is it. I just heard about the smacking thing earlier today when I
was talking to a coworker who knows a bit about the subject. Jul 26, , AM. Do get back to us
with your results. We love to hear success stories :. Jul 27, , AM. When I replaced the fuel pump,
I reconnected the relay and it started acting up almost immediately. This "fix" is a dead give
away for a contact problem.. This is a common repair for electronic equipment, with
electo-mechanical devices. The ultimate test will be at the gas pump. Aug 2, , PM. I also have a
'91 Honda Civic LX 1. It's saying the Page cannot be found. Does anyone have the page saved
somewhere where you might be able to send it to me? Or if you might have any other method
for me to view the info on that web page, please let me know about it. Your help is greatly
appreciated. Aug 3, , AM. I noticed a few days back that the site was removed because of too
much bandwidth used. I guess our forum added to the bandwidth quite a lot : Anyway, to make
a long story short, you have to locate the main relay, take it out and resolder the joints. Main
relay is behind the coin pocket, by your left knee when you sit in front of the wheel. Unscrew the
coin pocket, take it out and you'll see a top of the main relay hidden behind the plastic cover. It
is held on with a 10mm screw. Take it out, open it up, resolder all the joints some of them will be
"cracked" , close it, put it back, start your car. Of course, remove the negative battery cable
before you do that. Originally Posted by hani. Aug 3, , PM. First of all, I would like to thank you
all for your support and help. Today, I tried turning on my car when it was sitting in a hot sunny
spot which is also a spot that gave my grieve almost always and the car turned on! Yesterday, I
also reset the error code LED which was blinking 16 times. However, I'm not done doing the
test. I will keep checking to see if it will fail to start hope not. I'll post here what I find. Again,
thank you all for the valuable information. Great work! Aug 16, , AM. I'm having the same
problems, this is amazing. I'm definitely going to try to resolder the main relay. DaveyFig Posts:
1, Reputation: 1. Aug 26, , PM. I am having exactly the same problems, and look forward to
avoiding the wife by going outside to work on my main relay tomorrow. I have a quick question
though. Does a faulty relay play any role in my battery light staying on. It started as just not
starting when the car was hot I drive 45 minutes to our shop in the morning, and then the car
wouldn't start once I was leaving to go to the actual job site 5 minutes later , and now my
battery light stays on constantly. It was flickering a bit when driving to work for about a week,
and now it won't go off. I had the battery charged, and put it back in and the light is still on.
Does that have anything to do with the relay, or am I now chasing two separate deamons? Aug
30, , PM. The soldering fix for the main relay actually worked for me. Sep 6, , PM. The Mark

Lamond page was moved.. Just so you know.. Here is the new address: MarkLamond. Oh well,
at least now I have something to drive when I take it back in next week to get the cv shaft
replaced.. Jul 21, , PM. I had a similar problem with pressing the gas and the car would not
accelerate well. Replace it or have your exhaust checked. Jan 3, , PM. Who ever help this person
help me a lot so very thanks full n god be b
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lessing you guy's. May 20, , PM. I looked at the main relay on my 91 civic and didn't see any
cracks, though they did look dull. Also had some blackish brown grime on the solders. Is this a
sign of a bad relay? I tried to resolder it but it didn't seem to work. Should I just replace the
relay? Not your question? Ask your question View similar questions. Where is my main relay
Location of 93 Honda Accord main relay? Answer Find questions to answer. Find today's
questions. Find unanswered questions. Search Search Topics. Advanced Search. Not a
member? Send a private message to aspire Send a private message to CroCivic Find latest
posts by CroCivic Tbd: Honda Main Relay Fix? Send a private message to Press2Esc. Find
latest posts by Press2Esc. Thank You Thank you both for your replies, I greatly appreciate it.
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